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Forking From the Future: How an Interorganizational
Network Learned Its Way to New Software Business

Sirkka L. Jarvenpaa and Liisa Välikangas

Abstract—Technological disruptions call for new capabilities
beyond the reach of a single firm. How does a large interorga-
nizational network learn its way to new Cloud software business
while leveraging forking—that is, copying and branching of code
common to software development? Such forking promotes com-
mitment and innovation but may compromise joint learning in
the network required for developing new capabilities under tech-
nological disruption. Elaborating a seminal learning theory in an
interorganizational network context, we demonstrate how forking
was about to sacrifice long-term aspirations to short-term interests
early on. We contribute a new type of forking—forking from the
future—and describe how this type of forking harnesses future
aspirations and builds collaborative capabilities in the network
while reducing tendencies for shortsightedness. Forking from the
future consists of the introduction of external perspectives, the
implementation of new rules, the use of integrative tools, and gen-
erally accelerating collaboration among the network participants
from the future back (not from the present forward). As software
becomes increasingly important across industries, forking from the
future becomes foundational for future competitiveness.

Index Terms—Complementary innovation, exploitation,
exploration, forking, future back, future ecosystems, learning,
software business.

I. INTRODUCTION

T ECHNOLOGICAL disruptions in software, such as Cloud,
Blockchain, and Edge computing, require new capabilities

that are initially beyond the reach of a single firm [1], [2]. Large
interorganizational networks come together with joint aspira-
tions [3]–[6]. But network collaboration may be challenged by
software’s forking, that is, “copying and branching” of code [7],
which may undermine the very purpose of coming together [8].
Uncertainty related to the emergence of disruptive technologies
may lead the network to fork and hence splinter [9]–[11].
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Forking is common in software-related industries beyond
open source [7]. Forking results in “independent software
projects, deriving both from the same software source code base”
[12, p. 1]. The independence allows the isolated evolution of
these versions [13]. Copying and branching of code impacts the
developer community, potentially splintering the participation
in the network [10], [11]. Forking promotes efficient variety and
hence innovation, but this variety may prioritize private benefits
and undermine joint capabilities in terms of the code and its
network of collaborators [14]. Forking may thus be a benefit but
also a challenge in technological disruption.

We consider forking in an interorganizational network. Tech-
nological disruptions invite firms to join networks in order to
develop capabilities for new software business [15]. Networks
shorten the cycle from idea to business, develop associated tools,
and help respond to internal and external challenges [16]. To
reap these benefits, the network must accomplish experiential
learning [17]–[19]. A seminal organizational theory [20] is
authoritative about the difficulties that experiential learning en-
counters. The myopic tendencies are well-known: organizations
apply local knowledge and exhibit a short-term orientation, re-
peating past legacy solutions [20], not developing new business
models. There is a tendency to accept a satisfactory (rather than
an optimal) solution [21]. These learning myopias [20], [22],
[23] bias exploitation (of what is already known) at the cost of
exploration (of what is yet to be known).

Yet, literature does not address the role of forking in expe-
riential learning. An individual organization’s forking can pro-
mote the experiential learning myopias: local knowledge, being
short-term oriented, and repeating past behavior. In biasing the
exploitation of what is near or known, forking may deprive the
network from its collaborative benefits.

Over a 4-year period, we observed a national flagship research
network’s pursuit of new Cloud software business. The net-
work attracted a diverse community of participants who joined
with shared aspirations to develop new capabilities related to
software business. New software business eventually emerged
and evolved to seed a number of software ecosystems. Our
multiyear study was conducted in real time during the existence
of the network and deployed a well-established research method,
theory elaboration [24], [25].

We find different types of forking in the network and demon-
strate how the forking produced commitment and variety seeking
but also promoted myopia in experiential learning. To reduce
the myopia, a new type of forking, forking from the future,
was introduced. The future-back orientation was critical in
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preventing participants from being trapped in organization-
specific legacy practices but also from leaving the network
collaboration too soon. In forking from the future, the network
participants oriented to the distant future, when “all business
would be in the Cloud.” Orientation to the future prompted
constant questioning: “What does a ubiquitous Cloud mean
for us as software engineers, company leaders, and academic
researchers?” Network aspirations were critical: “Be Aware of
the Ubiquitous Cloud!” as if the Cloud had already arrived. The
network challenged the participants to start from a joint future
position in a “Cloud economy” and then think future-back: How
do we develop the skills and knowledge about the necessary
capabilities, form new relationships, and launch Cloud-native
offerings using new business models?

Our theoretical contribution illuminates the organizational
learning challenges [45] with software business. We advance
a new theoretical concept, “forking from the future.” The con-
cept suggests ways to combat the inherent learning myopias of
forking that originate from organization-specific action in a large
collaborative network. Forking from the future consists of the
introduction of external perspectives, the implementation of new
rules, the use of integrative tools, and generally accelerating col-
laborating among the network participants from the future back
(not from the present forward). Forking from the future positions
participants’ joint ambitions for novel software business as a
starting point for experiential learning. Forking from the future
has applicability for business creation that involves software as
an artifact and that leverages collaborative networks.

II. CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS

Interorganizational networks emerge to ideate new business
and develop the requisite joint technological and organizational
capabilities [26]. When such capabilities involve a disruptive
software technology, the learning costs can be high, involving
“evaluations, trials, pilot projects, training, learning-by-doing,
developing infrastructure …” [27, p. 1347]. Networks across
many participating organizations are critical for accumulating
the necessary learning and sharing the learning costs [28].

Such collaborative networks benefit from participant diversity
(e.g., different skills, time horizons, business models, and legacy
histories) [29]. But diversity alone is not enough. Shared ambi-
tions are also called for to avoid or at least delay the network
departures when differences in preferences and interests render
separate ways forward [30]. Such departures are particularly
likely to happen “early in the life-cycle of a new technology,
when technical uncertainty leads to experimentation with a
variety of alternative designs” [14:292]. Software’s support of
forking exacerbates the challenge of joint longer term benefits
versus proprietary, shorter term interests.

A. Forking1

Forking is a key dynamic in software development [32] and
software business [14], [31]. Forking takes place when “a part

1The first well-known computer science project that forked was “Project
Genie” and was later implemented in the Unix operating system [7]. Unix, in
turn, forked many times. Google is accused of forking Java to produce Android
[11]. More recently, cryptocurrencies have been actively forked [32].

of a development community (or a third party not related to the
project) starts a completely independent line of development
based on the source code of the project” [12, p. 137]. Forking
allows modifications without affecting others [33] and it is
argued to be a form of “‘self-organizing’ interactions between
independent actors [with divergent, evolving objectives] …,
governed by [code-based] rules that generate stable social struc-
tures” [32, p. 1244].

Forking is seen as a double-edged sword. On one hand, fork-
ing promotes developer commitment through “motivationally
independent” contributions and a high rate of efficient innovation
as independent contributors can work in parallel [34]. These
contributions can be superimposed in layers, over time [35, p.
29], rather than being prealigned according to shared goals,
values, or backgrounds. Forking is seen as beneficial to the
sustainability of software [10], [11], [36], [37]. Some researchers
see forking as a way to revive a dormant project [32], [38].

On the other hand, others view forking as detrimental [35], a
potentially exploitative competitive strategy. Competitive fork-
ing [14], [31] allows participants to exploit shared software
resources and to create a new competitive offering for their own
advantage. Nyman et al. write [41, p. 276]:

Forking is paradoxical in nature; it is simultaneously both one of
the greatest threats that an individual project faces, and the ultimate
sustainer: a guarantee that as long as users find a program useful, the
program will continue to exist. The threat to the program comes
mainly in the form of the (potential) dilution of both users and
developers.

Different forking types have been advanced with implications
for both code and the developer community [32]. Here, we
discuss four types: 1) pseudoforking, 2) development forking,
3) bifurcation, and 4) speciation.

1) Pseudoforking repurposes existing application or infras-
tructure code for new organizing objectives. Pseudofork-
ing implies specialization by adding further functionality
[39] to the original code, “triggered by needs of fur-
ther specialization, differences in terms of stability/agility
choices …” [42, p. 313].

2) Development forking develops and adapts new software
capabilities (e.g., development practices and interfaces)
to meet new objectives. Development forking is hence
more directly related to ways of working or tools as
compared to the specialized functionality and features of
pseudoforking [32]. It can emerge from project leaders
“not ta[king] into account the community”; so “develop-
ers seeking more open and public development practices
create a fork” [12, p. 5].

Pseudoforking and development forking produce soft forks
as the interdependence with the original (parent) code base is
maintained, “cases where the forked branch stays compatible
with the parent branch” [42, p. 313]. Both types can expand the
base of contributors [10], [30].

3) Bifurcation and 4) speciation are processes that produce
hard forks, resulting in backward and forward incompatibility in
new solutions (e.g., infrastructures, interfaces, and applications).
Speciation and bifurcation represent “cases where the fork be-
came independent of the main [software] branch” [42, p. 313]
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and demonstrate a tension between the original community and
the splintered one. Speciation can generate specialized spinoffs
and “new ‘species’ of infrastructure” [32, p. 1253], while bifur-
cation can lead to direct conflict because of potential redundant
functionality with incompatible code, and without coordination
with the original community.

Forking is mostly considered as an individual developer or
project specific activity [24], [27], [39], [41]; little is known
about forking in large heterogeneous networks comprised of
diverse organizations. What we know is that heterogenous actor-
specific interests generate uncertainty and this uncertainty can
increase bifurcation and speciation [32], [11], [31]. Addition-
ally, significant time can elapse, and some critical steps may
never be finished. Work that is too large for any one individual
or small team to complete is deferred [35]. Slowness builds
up slack that can be used for exploration [42], but delays
also undermine the production of useful artifacts and their
exploitation. The delays can further undermine expectations
and commitments for joint interests in an interorganizational
network.

B. Forking as Experiential Learning of New Software Business

While the forking literature has emphasized self-organization
[32] and network effects [14], lacking is the recognition that
in terms of new software business, forking needs to accom-
plish experiential learning—exploration (value creation) and
exploitation (value capture).

The seminal organizational learning theory [43] argues that
there are two basic tenets of experiential learning including
interorganizational learning [18], [19]. First, such learning is
defined as both the exploration of what is not (yet) known and
the exploitation of what is (already) known [43]. Technolog-
ical disruption underscores the importance of exploring new
technologies and markets and then creating business for value
capture [44]. Both exploitation and exploration are critical to
engendering new software business.

Second, learning in organizations is vulnerable to myopic
behavior—in particular, to the way exploitation drives out ex-
ploration [17], [20], [22]: Organizations favor what they already
know (local knowledge); they favor what is present or near,
rather than future-oriented possibilities (short-term orientation);
and they tend to repeat past successes rather than learning
from present failures (repeat behavior). Repeat behavior further
enforces existing competences, trapping the organization in its
legacy successes [45]. Existing business relationships and social
networks constrain any search for the new [46]. Experience
becomes simplified “to minimize interactions and restrict effects
to the local and temporal neighborhood of actions” [20, p. 97].

Applying the theory lens of experiential learning [43] on
forking reveals myopic behavior depending on the forking type:
Pseudoforking and development forking add variation to soft-
ware code and its application, and hence amount to exploration.
Bifurcation and speciation can be interpreted as exploitation
because the existing code or community are diverted or spun
off to create more specialized and competitive value-capturing
forms.

While the forking literature acknowledges these tendencies,
it neither directly examines forking from the theoretical lens of
experiential learning nor the need for combining exploration
and exploitation. Nor does the literature explicitly acknowl-
edge the myopias in experiential learning as impediments to
software business. Nevertheless, problems similar to myopias
are evidenced in the literature on forking. In studying large
Github projects, Zhou et al. [25] discuss various challenges
related to forking. They note the existence of lost contributions
that are never integrated into code; rejected pull requests by
developers who try to contribute but fail; redundant development
work because of a failure to search through what already exists;
and the fragmentation of a developer community that maintains
multiple parallel product variants. Lost contributions can occur
if the participant is not known to or valued by the community
or if there is “misalignment with the maintainer’s vision of the
project” [33]. Others have reached similar conclusions in terms
of evolution of the code base in forking [30], [33], [36], [37].

While forking can promote commitment and variety seeking,
forking behavior can also limit the joint potential for new soft-
ware business. Independent actor-myopic interests dominate.
Software practices allow exposing (unfolding) and concealing
(folding) code from public scrutiny, and actors manage its open-
ness and transparency as they experiment on provisional or local
knowledge-driven opportunities for development [48]. Hence,
forking can prioritize proprietary interests over joint interests.

Table I provides a summary of the forking types, their defini-
tions, benefits, and challenges including in terms of new software
business, interpreted through the theory lens of experiential
learning. This lens suggests potential for experiential-learning-
related myopia in forking. The existing literature has not ad-
dressed how to overcome learning-related myopia in forking in
a collaborative network without a central authority.

III. RESEARCH DESIGN

We apply a method called theory elaboration [24], [25] in a
longitudinal 4-year study with real-time observations and inter-
views, thus avoiding retrospective accounts. Theory elaboration
is a well-established research approach [49] and appropriate in
the current setting as we apply a seminal, already extensively
validated theory of organizational learning [43]. Theory elabo-
ration goes beyond a case study and its case-specific findings
as the focus is on advancing existing theoretical insights in an
important, understudied context.

A key purpose of theory elaboration is to apply an existing the-
ory in a new empirical context in order to advance the theoretical
insights or to fill gaps [25], [50]. Theory elaboration increases the
significance and the generalizability of existing theories because
the theories become better fitted to particular, diverse contexts
[24]. The goal of theory elaboration includes “[r]efinement of
existing theoretical ideas – refined contextual factors, constructs,
and/or relationships” [24]. Theory elaboration leverages the
“situational groundedness” of research settings and stays open
to “serendipity” and unanticipated findings and possibilities.

Theory elaboration is appropriate for the current study be-
cause it meets all three criteria of the approach [24]: First, an
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TABLE I
IMPLICATIONS OF FORKING FOR EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

existing seminal learning theory provides the foundation for an-
alyzing and understanding the phenomenon of interest. Second,
the existing seminal theory is unable to explain how a large
collaborative network that has no central orchestrator avoids
or delays (forking-related) myopia in creating new software
business. Third, the empirical data provide rich views of the
network’s struggles and of how the network engaged in myopia-
reducing acts. The plausibility of the theoretical insights depends
on the contextualized explanation and its generalizability and on
whether the insights can be integrated back into the established
theory [24], [25]. Such deep contextualization would be lacking
in experimentation including field experimentation.

Our theory elaboration advances a new concept, forking from
the future. We integrate the concept to the established learn-
ing theory [43] because it is consistent with existing research
on organizational learning [19], [29]; such research empha-
sizes that, through situated behaviors, both exploration and
exploitation can be promoted at the same time. The insights
are novel as we analyze forking from the perspective of experi-
ential learning, as myopic and potentially harmful to new soft-
ware business creation. Such new software business creation is
understudied [8].

The strength of our qualitative, longitudinal, and real-time
study is twofold: First, the observations and interviews were
carried out as the network came to exist, participants learned
to collaborate and then ideate and develop their business to the
point of their split into different streams of software business.
Second, in elaborating a classical, seminal theory in a novel
context, we find the theory applicable to the activities in the
network that relate to the different forking types.

A. Research Setting

Our theoretical elaboration is based on empirical observations
of a 4-year national research network on Cloud software in Fin-
land. Eventually, the network activities resulted in five different
software ecosystems: a wide-ranging online services platform,

originally targeted for municipalities; a platform of consumer
targeted Cloud services; a security ecosystem for third-party
providers; a public Cloud data center; and an enterprise appli-
cation platform. The program was considered successful by an
external independent assessment committee.

At the start, the software research network brought together
more than 28 industrial organizations and 8 research institutions
(i.e., top science universities, newly founded applied science
schools, and national research organizations). The program’s
annual budget was 19 million euros, and the total budget over
the life of the program was 72 million euros. The public funder
motivated the program in the following way in the Software Re-
search Agenda of 2009: “By 2015, the Finnish software industry
will substantially increase the value of its software assets due
to its world-class capability and know-how to efficiently and
competitively develop, deliver, and use software competences
with a focus on defining, building, and exploiting software
assets and new ecosystems that have the largest sustainable value
add for the global business.” Thus, from the start, the program
was characterized by high but vague ambition: pioneering new
business models and infrastructures. The participating firms also
varied greatly in terms of the relevance of the Cloud to their core
business (e.g., software development houses, strategy consulting
organizations, device manufacturers, content developers, and
gaming companies). At the outset, the expectation was that
an overall program goal would then be split into subgoals; the
research work would be organized in work packages and would
follow a carefully laid out roadmap over a 4-year period. Annual
output reports would convey the progress.

Network membership was fluid and uncertain. No pre-existing
consortia, community, or network existed that could be used
to draw in or retain the participants. The research participants
changed as organizations underwent restructuring because of the
2008 global financial crisis. For example, in the middle of the
program, the largest firm suddenly pulled out as its economic
performance worsened. Altogether, nearly 400 researchers from
industry and research organizations participated throughout or in
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some part of the program. Yet, the various in-person gatherings
of program participants fell far short of the 400 total population,
typically bringing together 100 to 150 researchers. The program
had both an industry and an academic program manager along
with a research coordinator. The only constant through the four
years was the research coordinator; the academic and industry
program managers changed during the program. None had any
hierarchical control over the researchers because all researchers
remained employees of their home organizations. An oversight
board consisting of senior executives and directors from industry
and academia was responsible for advising the participants and
helping them to connect the research outputs back to the strategic
agendas of their employing organizations.

The Cloud network preparations began at the end of 2008
with a working group of 20 people from industry and academia.
The program received public funding a year later. “Cloud” was
still an emerging concept, with many unresolved bottlenecks
in contracting and licenses, business models, security, and user
interfaces. The early documents and agendas mentioned Cloud
business, Cloud ecosystems, business models, valuation models,
and financial metrics as targets. Yet, ambiguity and uncertainty
were evident: The target of “leading Cloud software ecosystems”
was followed by a participant question: “What is it all about?”

In this context, turning the high ambition into network col-
laboration was difficult. One work package leader explained:
“We have the objective to create new Cloud business, but we do
not have it crystallized, what such business would mean. What
should we be particularly aiming at? We are still bound by the
current industry context. Yes, we do have some concrete goals,
like to develop an open Cloud stack.” As the academic manager
pointed out, the danger was that the research work would splinter
into activities too close to what organizations already were doing
with their established technologies, rather than amounting to
more ambitious undertakings that would build on and leverage
the unique capabilities and possibilities of Cloud computing.
One executive who served on the board stated: “Our board found
it very, very difficult to create a whole SRA [Software Research
Agenda] for the whole ICT [Information and Communication
Technology] field, so they decided that it’s much easier that we
pick a topic and then go a little bit deeper into the SRAs.” No
overall vision or visionary roadmap existed to plot out how to
proceed.

B. Data Collection and Sample

Data for this article were gathered as part of a larger, multiyear
longitudinal research endeavor involving interviews, review of
internal documents and archival information, and attendance
at different workshops. The data gathering period extended
from 2009 to the end of 2013. In total, 22 different individuals
involved in the network were interviewed, several of them on
multiple occasions (Table II). The interviews were carried out
using a snowballing technique in which we pursued knowl-
edgeable informants who had insights into the activities and
developments in the network. To reduce the potential sample
bias that might result from engaging only those who were
deeply involved in the network, numerous other individuals
were engaged in spontaneous conversations in workshops, and

TABLE II
INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED AS PART OF THE STUDY

these encounters did not depend on prior introductions and
contact.

The interviews varied in length from 30 to 120 min. The
interviewees were asked to share openly what they thought
was important to understand about the program and its way of
collaborating and competing; they were asked about how the
research process and outcomes were different from what they
expected and had experienced in other large-scale innovation
networks and they were asked about how they balanced the
interests of their home organizations with the collective interests
of the program, and the challenges they faced in doing so.
Apart from our collaboration and competition questions, we
did not probe for learning-related behaviors or acts—neither in
terms of network member organization nor in terms of network
acts. Experiential learning in an interorganizational network
emerged as a phenomenon as we iteratively worked with the
data and literature and remained open to unanticipated puzzles
and findings, as would be expected in theory elaboration [24],
[25], [50], [51].

Data were gathered in eight different quarterly workshops of
the 15 held in the program: 3 in 2010; 2 in 2011; 2 in 2012;
and 1 in 2013. By the time of the final public workshop, five
ecosystems were emerging and involved pilots, demonstrations,
and early deployment.

The archival documentation we studied included the Cloud
Software Program Whitepaper, the Strategic Research Agenda
(Versions 1 and 2), Cloud program newsletters, and presentation
material from the workshops.

C. Data Analysis

Consistent with other theory elaboration studies [25], [51],
our analysis was inductive in the beginning and became in-
creasingly focused on the theoretical interpretation of empirical
observations.

First, the first author, who had carried out the interviews
and attended the various meetings, developed a chronological
narrative of events, an inductive and holistic step in the research
process. The narrative helped to articulate the purpose, the moti-
vations of network participants, their struggles, and the achieve-
ments of the network. The narrative highlighted community
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building, results fragmentation, advancing joint exploration, and
finally, value appropriation outside the research network. The
narrative specified a timeline and identified research network
activities. The period from Fall 2008 to Fall 2009 involved the
preparation of SRA and initial collaborations with several work-
shops. Between 2010 and 2013, there were 15 different quarterly
research meetings, most of which also hosted a research bazaar
in which the participants were required to present their work in
demos, posters, and presentations. The focus on not just ideating
individual software businesses but also coordinating them for
their compatibility and complementarity with other products
and services began in late 2011 and intensified through 2012
and 2013. Discussions with key informants verified both the
timeline and the research network activities.

Second, the two authors began many rounds of conversation
focusing on the narrative. The lens of experiential learning
evolved at this point. From prior article, the authors were well
versed with organizational learning theory and with software-
based collaboration approaches, such as forking. We categorized
forking type of activities as different types of forking [32]. With
a theory-driven focus on exploration and exploitation [43], we
identified the puzzle in the empirical material: Despite much
heterogeneity in the network and the autonomy of action that the
participants enjoyed, we found learning myopias to be present.
The second author, who had not been involved in the data collec-
tion, began bracketing material referring to experiential learning
in terms of exploration and exploitation and learning myopias.
As is common in qualitative research, this step involved many
iterations between data, literature, and interpretive sensemaking.

Third, we analyzed how the network addressed the learning
myopias. We distilled extant constructs from the literature and
operationalized them in the current setting, going back and
forth in the analysis. We identified network acts that appeared
to ease the learning myopias. Our closer examination of these
network-level acts suggested that they were not just responses
to feedback, as predicted in the organizational learning theory
[42], [45]. Rather, we saw that organization myopia reducing
network acts changed aspirations to a focus on unfamiliar and
distant opportunities rather than past successes; this shift was
consistent with research on the search for innovation [23].
The aspirations thus lifted the four types of forking toward an
innovation search, into terrain away from the current legacies
and toward complexities that eased learning myopias.

The analysis was necessarily interpretive and subjective, but
also disciplined [52], as befits qualitative longitudinal research.
Throughout the analysis, the authors relied on triangulation of
multiple data sources and multiple informants, and they took
turns challenging each other’s coding. Linking the interviews,
workshop and quarterly meeting notes, and archival material
proved critical in assessing the plausibility of the findings.

The Appendix (available from the authors) contains the key
constructs and their definitions, as well as supporting evidence.

IV. FINDINGS

How does novel software business emerge in a collabora-
tive network where forking presents challenges of experiential

Fig. 1. Forking from the future in software business creation.

learning? Our findings suggest an interplay between acts that
explore and exploit developing software business. These acts
are elaborated as 1) participant forking that tends to add myopia
while contributing to the software business development and
2) network interventions that seek to reduce myopia while
maintaining the longer term aspiration. (Participant) forking
and myopia reducing (network) acts are both important to ex-
periential learning as they combine simultaneous exploration
with exploitation to create new software business ecosystems
[44], [53]. Forking alone—despite adding variety—tends to be
exploitation-focused in its aspiration toward more specialization
or customization or in its breaking away from the joint devel-
opment efforts either to address particular concerns or set up
competing endeavors.

Hence, exploration-focused acts are required to lift the as-
pirations toward the potential new business formation. These
network acts reduce myopia and bring a future orientation to
forking activities that are prone to local knowledge, short-term
orientation, and repeating past successes. Forking from the future
refers to myopia reducing interventions that combine participant
(forking) action with the pursuit of joint network interests, in
this case complementary streams of software business, which
provide the genesis of new ecosystems. Fig. 1 offers a roadmap
for forking from the future in the Cloud research network.

Forking from the future was critical in the creation of software
business in ways that could not have been planned or deduced
from the start. Forking from the future supports the capacity of
network participants in benefitting from software development
qualities that are generative of experiential learning but without
excessive myopia. The contribution of our article is thus to make
visible the myopia reducing acts and how they complement and
steer forking acts toward new software business.

A. Launching the Cloud Research Network

The visionary Cloud Research Program called for the for-
mation of new novel software business with competitive and
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collaborative capabilities. However, its focus on far-reaching
exploration was immediately challenged by the participants who
were joining the network and bringing their existing research and
partnering relationships. The participants thus acted myopically
(or close to their present activities) as they entered the network.
One company participant made clear from the start that any
research of more than 3 years would not be of interest to senior
executives—a perspective that tilted activities toward immediate
exploitation, rather than toward exploration.

The understanding was that if Cloud computing would take
off, it would transform the software industry beyond its current
boundaries. But searching or exploring in distant and unfamiliar
research terrains was a difficult excursion on which to embark.
The program planning sessions did not produce much guidance.
The preparatory team found planning difficult because it did not
have a clear target of what the (Cloud) objectives or architecture
of collaboration might be. Moreover, prospective participants
had little appetite for starting something radically new that was
risky and unproven in the mid of a global financial crisis. The
pathway to Cloud software was unclear, and a lot of joint inno-
vation would be needed. As one early participant remarked, “the
challenge of the Cloud Research Program is that it is cloudy.”

B. Pseudoforking and Experiential Learning of New Software
Business

As noted, many of the participants brought their existing
research to the network. While their contributions generated
variety in the network, the forking remained in the neighborhood
of their existing activities—moves that are analogous to pseudo-
forking [32]. Pseudoforking involves incremental development
of services and solutions to new organizing objectives, based
on existing (legacy) infrastructure capabilities. A visionary am-
bition that includes exploration of the less familiar or of what
is distant was lacking; hence, network acts were necessary to
lift aspirations toward combining the prevailing exploitation of
“existing business to the Cloud” with exploration of “new and
novel business in the Cloud.”

One example of pseudoforking was an open telco business
that struggled with innovation beyond nearby solutions. Many
participants across industries were working on similar or re-
lated ideas but did not know who was working on what. As
a result, many potential contributions were lost. The ability
of network participants to explore and aspire together was
lacking. Yet, the pseudoforking acts were critical because they
got the participants involved and become part of the network.
Pseudoforking accelerated the research getting started. Without
such participatory, committed action, there would have been
no experiential learning of any kind—neither exploration nor
exploitation.

1) Pseudoforking Exhibits Myopia Focused on Exploitation:
Forking focused on existing research and its incremental im-
provements that could be executed in the near term. Even
if the Cloud provided a new context, the discussions were
close to the participants’ home organization capabilities, on-
going software work, and the prevalent technological infras-
tructures. It was relatively easy to take existing development

and present mock-ups related to new Cloud principles. Par-
ticipants experimented with what the business can do now, in
the short term, instead of building a long-term roadmap for
the Cloud. They found little opportunity for learning of more
distant solutions because they favored pre-existing connections
in their own industries. The discussions were disparate and
“without a clear backbone,” in some participants’ opinion.
The companies had joined the network to learn about Cloud
technologies and Cloud business. But rather than finding clear
answers, they encountered firms and people who were making
sense of the ambiguities with their own history and software
legacies.

2) Myopia Reducing Acts: Concerns surfaced that the net-
work simply invited researchers to do what they would have done
anyway, without any joint capability lift or shared ambition for
new Cloud business possibilities. Hence, myopia reducing acts
had to raise aspirations toward the emerging Cloud economy.
For example, to increase diversity, there was a nationwide call
to business and academic researchers to join discussions in
“open space happenings” and “world cafes.” This broad invi-
tation helped attract a diverse set of organizations and get them
involved to contribute in the first place. Contributions helped
to form a portfolio of research activities to consider and select
in relation to the Cloud perspective. The research coordinator
remarked that “getting people to even talk together is hard. So we
have to have a few cases first that actually happened. … And then
hopefully we can increase activity over time.” Pseudoforking
with broad network exposure increased open-ended questions
of “what to focus on.”

Myopia reducing acts showcased forward-looking experi-
ments. Such examples included open Cloud tools for high-
performance parallel computing, information metrics (as op-
posed to performance metrics) for agile methods, and automated
testing tools in the Cloud. Sharing these early developments
that went beyond incremental exploitation helped others to
begin seeing some potential transformative changes in the Cloud
economy. These showcase experiments helped to reveal how the
interests of others could be related. The work in the network was
expected to be regularly shared in quarterly research bazaars.
This mandate for sharing rendered the work visible and reduced
the number of lost exploratory contributions.

In summary, the network built a portfolio of pseudoforking
by bringing in existing research. The myopia reducing acts
raised aspirations to ideate new Cloud business. Pseudoforking
enabled autonomous action and hence presented an easy and
low-cost way to participate in the network for heterogeneous
organizations.

C. Development Forking and Experiential Learning of New
Software Business

Development forking involves incremental development of
new infrastructure capabilities and ways of working [32]. Such
incremental development was often constrained by local knowl-
edge, short-term orientation, and past successes. Myopia re-
ducing acts were needed to correct the exploitative myopias
caused by confinement to existing partner relationships. Cloud
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readiness required “a holistic point of view …; technology is not
enough …” (2013 Newsletter). Joint research needed to intensify
the quest toward Cloud business and economy.

1) Development Forking Exhibits Lack of Joint Exploration:
Pseudoforking had created a lot of parallel ideas and experimen-
tation but resulted in fragmentation and uncoordinated results.
Participants expressed frustration over trying to make sense of
the various activities as joint exploration: “How do we go from
instruments to orchestra?” asked one researcher. “We have a
lot of results, fantastic songs and instruments, now we have to
merge the results together and get something great out of it,
together.” One academic leader noted that more coherence was
needed to develop the new capabilities for a Cloud economy.
Software enterprises and their businesses needed to be rethought,
as did much of the capability development in interface design,
data management, security, and privacy. The Cloud required
knowledge of and capabilities for new business models and
dramatically improved scalability for client deployments.

Development forking was constrained in terms of compe-
tence building. The participants continued to be confined to
the traditional work package structure in three primary siloes:
1) open Cloud technologies, 2) lean enterprise transformation,
and 3) business in the Cloud. One showcase unveiled a technical
solution called a universal, mashable contact book, which en-
abled seamless communication solutions across potential Cloud
infrastructures. The universal Cloud book illustrated Cloud ca-
pabilities that were pertinent to many of the participants in the
research program. The solution made visible the constraints of
the siloed structure. The universal contact book had required
cooperation across all three work packages and brought re-
searchers together who had not previously engaged in joint
research collaboration.

The network regularly invited world-leading Cloud gurus to
present in its quarterly research bazaars. The participants were
exposed to the latest knowledge on Cloud services and solutions.
The presentations showcased the need to continue to develop
joint capabilities and harness innovative features and solutions
that created demands for new capabilities and relationships.

2) Myopia Reducing Acts: To break away from the siloed
way of working, the network began to encourage collaboration
across the work packages; participants thus engaged in mean-
ingful research first, and then they had to find an appropriate
work package to report the research results to. This myopia
reducing act was initiated by one of the company researchers,
who suggested that work packages, which usually predefine
what kind of research is to be accomplished, can be seen as
umbrellas for accomplished work: “First, companies decide
which kind of research is worthwhile and then attribute the work
to a work package that covers the particular topic or area.” This
perspective was lauded by others because it helped them escape
competence traps. The new structure facilitated dynamicity and
serendipity in exploration and hence promoted novel capability
combinations that could not have been defined from the outset.
The new reporting structure was also negotiated with the public
funder, who agreed to higher level goals that went beyond what
was known at the time.

Another myopia reducing act moved toward building joint
capabilities on agile ways of working; collaboration had to
occur within a restricted time frame. The research coordinator
instituted a three-month research cycle in the form of sprints. The
coordinator adopted this way of working from agile software
development models; participants worked together for a short
period, after which they were expected to share the result of the
“sprint” collaboration in research bazaars. Some participants
objected: “We cannot accomplish anything meaningful in three
months.” Other participants were more supportive: “Over time,
we will learn to think about research progress in three-month
increments.” The approach helped to lower the risk of forming
new, unproven relationships, and of striving for novel com-
binations of knowledge. Serendipity played a role, too, when
company participants took advantage of unplanned encounters
to discuss and pursue joint interests and then would decide to
bring their two firms together to work on a sprint.

Also in relation to developing joint capabilities, another my-
opia reducing act mandated that “no one is allowed to work
alone.” This act required researchers from diverse organizations
to collaborate on research and to identify shared challenges re-
lated to Cloud capabilities, such as security, user interfaces, data
management, infrastructure optimization, billing, and operating
as a lean organization. New relationships between academic and
industry researchers helped stretch the time horizons of industry
participants toward the longer time frames of the academic
researchers.

In summary, myopia reducing acts coupled with develop-
ment forking broke siloes, leveraged joint interests around new
competences, and diffused knowledge about how to surmount
organizational and technological roadblocks. The new research
relationships were especially critical in ensuring that results
would find a “home” in the emerging streams of software
business that would be the genesis of new ecosystems.

D. Bifurcation and Experiential Learning of New Software
Business

The Cloud Software Program entailed development of new
business services and new capabilities, including orchestrating
new unproven business models. New business models entailed
high risks and interdependencies among firms, as well as new op-
portunity horizons. Bifurcation—a form of hard forking [32]—
became a threat to joint goals that called for complementary
services and products. Bifurcation would lead to a sudden
departure from the network if a firm wanted to demonstrate
quick commercial value. Some participants felt an urgency to
intensify exploitation because many others—particularly those
abroad—were competitive in developing new Cloud solutions
at the same time. Hence, there was a constant risk of divergence
before something bigger (beyond the short-term sprints) could
be generated in the network.

1) Bifurcation Exhibits Myopia Toward Exploitation While
Seeking Joint Exploration: The agile way of working in sprints
had generated fast results but with a narrow focus. The par-
ticipants yearned for something jointly created that was more
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significant and exploratory: “It would be great to tell our com-
pany leadership that we gained major results from our [much
smaller] resource investment in the program,” said one research
director.

But bifurcation threatened to fold results from the visibility of
all network participants before any joint learning had taken place
and their costs shared in terms of evaluations, trials, pilots, devel-
oping compatible infrastructure, and so on. Bifurcation brought
to the fore an important aspect of combining exploitation and
exploration in the network: maintaining the visibility of results in
the network to allow for the further exploration and integration of
them. Visibility was already a problem because participants had
difficulty staying abreast of other teams’ ongoing work. Many
participants did not attend the quarterly research bazaars, where
the results from sprints were presented. Moreover, at the bazaars,
researchers were busy demonstrating their accomplishments and
had limited time to absorb what others had done. As a result, joint
commercial opportunities remained abstract and distant. Thus,
even if local knowledge and short-term orientation myopias
were lessened, the network was still lacking the integration of
effective complementarities for new business formation in its
interorganizational learning. This integration required mindful
and persistent engagement to create larger opportunities.

In addition to the fragmentation of learning, challenges
arose from uncertainty about which firms would be first im-
plementors; uncertainties related to underlying technological
infrastructures—not just about their deploy-ability, but also in
terms of the intellectual property (IP) issues. With the broad shar-
ing rule imposed by the funder, would firms be willing to reveal
proprietary infrastructure technology for the network partners
so that complementary innovations could be built? Although
such revelation could help to get the technology tested faster
and could enhance its chances of being deployed, the licensing
agreements and protection of IP were issues of concern. Would
the company lose its competitive edge or get bad press? How
broad and deep would the portfolio of services need to be
for commercial prospects? Attaining sufficient breadth in the
portfolio would require that enough of complementary partners
with Cloud-ready services and products would be attracted, even
beyond the organizations already active in the network.

Expanding joint horizons to avoid bifurcation became urgent.
If a firm withdrew from the network, its contributions were lost.
Still, the IP sometimes was considered “replicable” by another
participant, who might then suggest recreating it. Such acts
provided resilience for new Cloud business.

2) Myopia Reducing Acts: The network had to resist rush-
ing to select the first few Cloud businesses that were
showing readiness to be piloted in order to avoid sacrificing the
broader learning potential; Cloud business required readiness
from complementary businesses. One participant had suggested
all businesses would be included under one umbrella. However,
others saw the interests as too heterogenous for such an umbrella
and instead contemplated multiple parallel, partially compet-
ing streams, or a “Cloud Galaxy,” as noted by the academic
manager.

The myopia reducing acts that delayed bifurcation included
integration of research results, cultivation of communities of

practice around subject matter experts, and developing spaces
of sharing beyond the network. These acts helped to lessen
the myopias. A common template for sharing research results
was developed to render them “meaningful to researchers from
different backgrounds” (industrial researcher). This template
for reporting results included four components: 1) What is
the business challenge? 2) What is your solution/contribution?
3) What is the business impact, using the most accurate measures
possible? 4) How would you describe the collaboration process?
The presentation template was well received because it made
research understandable across industries.

To integrate the research findings, communities of subject
matter experts in the network started gathering for a full or half
a day to discuss particular emergent, integrative topics. The focus
of these gatherings was on joint reflections of how the knowledge
created in sprints could be used by the firms. Topics included
lean transformation, security brokerage, and business models.
Because only experts were present, the participants were able
to share at a deeper level, such as focusing on how technology
tests had failed or had not met expectations and what improve-
ments could be made. The smaller gatherings also avoided the
concern that “too large workshops will get businesses worried
about IP leakage” (industrial researcher). The discussions built
confidence and trust at the interpersonal level for the deployment
of Cloud technology.

Other myopia reducing acts also widened the pool of potential
complementary partners. The network organized two global
conferences on Cloud computing and launched a new journal.
A group of participants made an 11-day trip to Silicon Valley.
These activities helped to generate knowledge of other com-
peting software business and ecosystems, to broaden horizons,
and to expand the potential organizations joining the particular
constellations of Cloud business (i.e., a genesis of an ecosystem).

In summary, myopia reducing acts enabled the network to de-
lay bifurcation that would have short-changed the joint potential
in the network as a result of premature individual company com-
mercialization of emergent research ideas. Intensifying a joint
focus was urgent as a means to expose concrete and actionable
results for more meaningful streams of Cloud business.

E. Speciation and Experiential Learning of New Software
Business

The network had developed a research portfolio that included
a toolbox for Cloud applications, a Cloud demonstration en-
vironment, and Cloud methods, such as security development
lifecycles. Pressures to move toward commercialization were
intensifying. However, to break new ground toward value cap-
ture, forking was not sufficient; what was needed was continued
harnessing of joint learning for larger constellations of compe-
tences and solutions.

1) Speciation Exhibits Myopia Toward Independent Ex-
ploitation: As hard forking, speciation [32] splits the code base
and the network community into their own set of objectives and
capabilities. In the movement toward value capturing software
business, speciation led into separate “species.” Services and
products in the particular stream were compatible but separate.
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For example, such hard forking leveraged the open Cloud soft-
ware stack but optimized it for specific purposes, such as city
services.

Yet, the uncertainty about commercial prospects was high
encouraging premature forking. Not just researchers but also
their in-company senior managers had to be able to see how
the continued participation in the network or even in the stream
would open up new revenue opportunities. Firms were reluctant
to get locked into any other organization’s technical infrastruc-
ture, particularly when they had little control over its future
direction. Avoiding risk and uncertainty began to dominate:
Firms were unwilling to commit to the network or the stream
unless the technical infrastructure had proven its viability and
was working toward the compatibility of service offerings across
multiple infrastructures or streams.

2) Myopia Reducing Acts: To entice companies to leverage
their proprietary technology to build the technical infrastruc-
tures, the network started to reinterpret the research program
sharing rule so that the technology platforms were exempted.
This myopia reducing act provided IP protection. The compa-
nies could enforce license agreements with the other network
partners and other future allies. A separate fund was established
to further develop these technological environments. These steps
lowered fears related to new, unknown, and proprietary technol-
ogy used in a particular stream.

To show the potential for complementary services and prod-
ucts, the network clustered the existing business cases.2 One
visualization included more than 40 business cases. The result-
ing clusters suggested potential software business streams that
could be the genesis of ecosystems. Only 6 of the 40 business
cases remained unrelated to any of the proposed streams. The
streams were helpful in identifying early implementers along
their complements and readiness for pilots.

In addition, a “race to learn” invited parallel business pilots.
These business pilots experimented with real customers. The
business pilots accelerated technological progress and helped to
resolve many technological bottlenecks in the Cloud context,
thus harnessing fast exploitation for the benefit of exploration.
The academic manager summed up:

In the Cloud Software project, we had smaller and bigger companies,
various research teams, multiple disciplines, and a rather large num-
ber of distinct business cases. It might be considered a weakness
compared, for example, to the joint development of a single pilot
system, but it was in my opinion a great advantage. In addition, it most
likely reflects well the kind of real-life situations faced by businesses
when stepping into the Cloud – which is not a question of simply
choosing a single platform, product, or service supplier. I believe

2For example, one of the business cases was related to vehicle connectivity to
the Cloud and its demonstration in the market place. The concept combined
"a cutting edge on-board computer with a full online experience, aided with
cloud connectivity" (2013 news-letter). Another business case was called the
Cloud of Things; it would provide more information about supply chains to
empower consumers about the environmental friendliness of the products in
question and would be made available as visually appealing mobile applications.
The app would benefit from the company’s sustainability intelligence platform.
Another business case focused on cybersecurity and emphasized ease of use and
social aspects of computing. The Cloud service under development ensured that
all content would be encrypted while it is being uploaded, stored, or downloaded,
while new content would pass through virus and malware scanners.

that we learned much about networking and interaction in order to
facilitate cloud innovation and transformation in well-established
corporations, smaller and younger companies, and research institu-
tions.

Table III provides a summary of forking as experiential learn-
ing with its myopia reducing acts, which amounted to forking
from the future in the network.

V. THEORETICAL, PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS, AND

LIMITATIONS

For new software business to emerge amid technological
disruption, experiential learning beyond any one organization’s
boundaries is necessary [32], [33], [54]. A large-scale collabora-
tive network was setup for joint capability development toward
software business focused on ecosystem formation. We find
that experiential learning is complicated by myopias of local,
temporal, and repetitive behaviors that interrupt and minimize
the capacity of an interorganizational network to learn together,
beyond the local needs, horizons, and competencies of the partic-
ipants. Such myopic perspectives and behaviors are potentially
a fatal flaw in viable new software business. New ideas that form
too close to any one company’s business interests, that form too
soon to develop joint learning, and that are formed in the image
of a dominant company’s legacy competencies may deprive the
new software stream of its competitiveness and resilience. We
followed a research network that sought to form parallel Cloud
business streams as a basis of new ecosystems over 4 years as
the network responded with myopia reducing network acts to
maintain its future focus.

A. Theoretical Contributions

We make three theoretical contributions. First, we bring the
seminal perspective of organizational learning to software busi-
ness and study the role that forking plays in Cloud software
business development—drawing attention to the relationship be-
tween forking and aspirational futures that prior literature has not
fully addressed [16], [19]. Forking is prominent in the context of
software development, and it has been frequently discussed in
literatures related to software development coordination in terms
of whether forking is a danger or a benefit to software sustainabil-
ity. But the predominant perspective has been technical, focusing
on the analysis of the continuity and viability of the code. In
this article, we retain a commitment to the study of forking in
the context of software while also addressing the social aspects
of network collaboration. We particularly focus on the missing
theoretical roots in terms of how a network of organizations
can learn its way to the future of software business [43]. Such
learning implies the development of new joint capabilities and
business models and forming new streams of software business
that form a basis for new ecosystems.

Second, we find that forking is myopic [20], something
that prior literature has not explicitly discussed [32], [33].
Pseudoforking, development forking, bifurcation forking, and
speciation forking are prone to produce experiential learning
characterized by local knowledge, a short-term orientation, and
repetition of past successes. Myopia is expressed in forking
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TABLE III
FORKING FROM THE FUTURE: REDUCING MYOPIA OF

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

through its tendencies toward specialization of technical features
and its pursuit of customization of the code to particular needs of
system stability or community transparency. While laudatory in
terms of further developing the software, these myopic behaviors
are potentially detrimental to developing new software business,
in other words, they tend to sacrifice the pursuit of long-term
learning for the short-term particularities. The theoretical lens
of organizational learning suggests there is a need for careful
balancing the exploitation with the exploration of the futures.
Forking, pseudo and development in its specialization and cus-
tomization and bifurcation and speciation in their flight from
the collective effort, tends to skew this balance toward the
present—developing software from the present to the future
rather than taking the future aspirations—such as “Beware of
Ubiquitous Cloud!”—as the starting point, that is, developing a
perspective that is future-back.

Third, we introduce the concept of forking from the future
(hence future-back). In responding to the myopia in forking, the
network engaged in myopia reducing acts that lifted its horizons
and helped to develop new software capabilities. We document
these myopia reducing actions that guide interorganizational
learning. Such acts have implications for software network
collaboration more broadly. First, in prior literature, the search
for new discoveries and innovation is generally characterized as
focused on solving a current problem [21], [55], rather building
new opportunity horizons. In an industry disruption, as studied
here, the problem focus may deprive emergent business from
developing new capability combinations, or innovations, needed
for the future competitiveness [6]. Second, aspirations ought to
be elevated toward the future, rather than formed as a function of
past performance [45]. Forking from the future affords radical
innovation potential, whereas taking the past performance as
a reference point tends to drive incrementalism, hindering the
organization’s ability to cope with disruptive technologies [57].
Furthermore, Li et al. [23] suggested that managers attend to
terrains that are vibrant with new information as they seek to

introduce new products. Such vibrancy may result from seeking
complementarities with new partners, in new timescales, and
across industry boundaries. Forking from the future thus elevates
joint activities toward horizons that go beyond any one organiza-
tion’s immediate concerns or capabilities while benefitting from
the participation of the individual organizations.

B. Practical Contributions

The theoretical contributions have broad application as soft-
ware shapes and reshapes the world [54], [56]. The contribu-
tions focus on developing innovative capabilities for software
business through experiential learning. Our analysis suggests
a tendency to fork – copy and branch – with implications for
shortchanging innovation. Common agile software development
methods may be more efficient than legacy practices but are still
rooted in short-term and near-by problems (and hence exhibit
forking from the present). Modularity, a foundational feature
in software [53], leads to siloed learning and blocks integrative
visions of “distant and diverse terrains” [23], which are crucial
for radical innovation and new business model development.

Practitioners should be aware of the myopia that is implicit in
software, its modularity, and approaches, such as agile develop-
ment. For example, a phrase like “scratch[ing] ‘his own itch”’
[59, p. 122] in the literature suggests a focus on the person’s
particular problem or aspiration. Such individually motivated
forks provide a diverse source of contributions. Many more
“eyeballs” certainly help shortsightedness. Still, if all eyeballs
are seeing and acting out of individualized and self-serving
interest, the possibilities for joint learning and radical innovation
become limited.

New software business under technological disruption re-
quires complementary innovation across the industry and lifting
aspirations toward the future. Table IV suggests practical rec-
ommendations: we offer concrete suggestions for the introduc-
tion of external perspectives, the implementation of new rules,
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TABLE IV
PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS: REDUCING FORKING MYOPIA WITH FORKING FROM THE FUTURE

the use of integrative tools, and accelerating collaboration and
raising ambitions among heterogeneous network participants.
The diversity of participants is critical for new business creation
but not sufficient. Forking from the future requires commit-
ment to joint experiential learning, motivated by future-back
orientation.

C. Limitations

All methods have limitations, including the theory elaboration
we use in this article; the limitations of this method include
theory complexity, generalization, strength, and evidence [24],
[51]. Contextualized theories resulting from theory elaboration
can be hard to grasp. We have addressed the inherent complexity
by advancing a new integrative concept: forking from the fu-
ture (future-back), of which we have provided both theoretical
grounding and empirical evidence during a longitudinal study.
The concept allows us to integrate the argumentation made
in the study with practical recommendations for new software
business.

The strength of the theory elaboration depends on the ro-
bustness of the original theory. We have built on one of the
most seminal theories on organizations—organizational learn-
ing theory—and its core constructs. The current perspective is
limited to experiential learning, but others have acknowledged
its importance and called for studies on learning processes
in interorganizational networks [16], [19]. Hence, the current
findings are strengthened by relating them to the seminal the-
ory to which we further contribute in an increasingly salient
context of software business development. This seminal theory
predicts experiential learning behavior to be myopic in local
knowledge, short-term orientation, and repetitive behavior. We
find forking conforms to the theory’s three predictions. Hence,
to claim that forking is myopic, we only need to establish the
empirical foundations as equivalent to the theory’s claims. We
thus follow theory contextualization as our route to the validity of
our findings. As Ketokivi and Mantere write [60, p. 324]: “When
theoretical contextualization in reasoning is used,..theory plays

an integral role in the reasoning process that produces the claim.
Theoretical concerns, not just methodological principles, are
used to justify a particular explanation over others.”

The evidence used is qualitative and hence contextually rich.
The evidence was also gathered over a period of multiple years
and done so in real time during the network’s activities; hence, it
is not retrospective adding to reliability. We have used longitudi-
nal data with multiple data sources, and two authors have been
involved in data analysis. The objectivity of the other author
was preserved by not being part of the data gathering. Hence,
the article adheres to the prevailing best practices to ensure
robustness.

Leading researchers from private companies and public re-
search organizations participated in developing joint capabilities
for software business. This interorganizational research setting
provides a revealing case [59] that enables theory elaboration.
The research program was unique in terms of its size and visibil-
ity, as well as the strategic nature of it. The network participants
felt that the future of Finland’s software industry rested on their
shoulders. Their careers, organizations, and even national pride
were at stake. Many felt that the program expectations rivaled
prior advances from Finland, such as the open-source operating
system Linux and the text messaging service for mobile phones
(sms). The high visibility and motivation certainly affected the
network participants. Admittedly, the myopia reducing network
acts required considerable attention and intensity not just from
the researchers but also from the industry and academic program
managers, the research coordinator, and board members. We
found little evidence though that these acts, despite their variety,
would have conflicted with or undermined the future intensions
of network participants. Even the three-month sprint mandate
was eventually seen as enabling rather than constraining inno-
vation. The inputs, outputs, and methods of innovation were left
to the discretion of the network participants.

The concept of forking from the future can strengthen het-
erogenous network collaboration involving software business.
We encourage those undertaking future research to examine
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whether other contexts where software is part of the collab-
oration provide consistent findings: How does an interorgani-
zational network bring together a variety of interests through
the diversity of participants, encourage new relationships, lift
aspirations, and bring temporal agility into the collaboration?
What myopia reducing acts are needed beyond those found
in this study? How do interorganizational networks develop
capabilities for radical innovation beyond the findings of this
study focused on Cloud software business?

VI. CONCLUSION

In our multiyear study of an interorganizational network, we
found that the pursuit of new software business manifested
myopic characteristics of forking while also benefitting the
network in diverse participation. The pseudo and development
forking, as well as bifurcation and speciation, exhibited short-
term, local, and repetitive behavior that are known myopia in
(inter)organizational learning. The myopia matters. The short-
sighted behaviors curtail innovation and hence may jeopardize
the mission: to learn one’s way to the future when such experien-
tial learning appears particularly important under technological
disruption. Innovators must go beyond past legacies. As software
is becoming part of nearly every business [53], the implications
of forking ought to be of note. Beyond a particular network of
organizations seeking to develop new capabilities, such myopia-
prone software forking may deprive economies of their radical
innovation potential. The article offers concrete suggestions
on how to tackle the behaviors depriving organizations, and
potentially economies, from their futures. Forking from the
future means forking to the future of software business.
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